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As modern electronics shrink into nano-scale with increasing power consumption, thermal management inevitably becomes an important issue. Contrary to the conventional view of a single “apparent” temperature profile, electrons and different modes of phonons usually have different temperatures under many circumstances. This local thermal non-equilibrium appears widely in applications such as laser-matter interaction, hot electron cooling in solar cells, thermal transport across metal-insulator and semiconductor-semiconductor interfaces, etc. The resolved temperature profiles usually deviate significantly from the apparent temperature and have non-negligible effects on the measurement and interpretation of thermal properties and performance. Regardless, this phenomenon has been largely overlooked in early studies and has only started to attract attentions in the recent decades. In this work, we will review the background and research efforts on non-equilibrium thermal transport. The applications where non-equilibrium thermal transport is significant, and the corresponding simulation approaches, focused on two-temperature model, molecular dynamics, Boltzmann transport equations, and multi-temperature model, are reviewed.
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Introduction

Nowadays as electronics shrink into nano-scale and operate with increasing volumetric power consumption, thermal management in devices becomes an important issue in advancing the technology. The thermal transport processes in metallic systems and across interfaces draw researchers’ attention as they appear widely in modern electronics, such as central processing unit in computers, hard drives, heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) devices, laser diodes and thermoelectrics. A very important feature in such systems is the coupled thermal transport among electrons and different phonons. In many applications, such as laser-matter interaction and hot electron cooling, electrons and phonons can be driven into strong non-equilibrium due to selective electron-phonon (e-p) coupling and phonon-phonon (p-p) coupling, and their respective temperature profiles significantly deviate from each other. This phenomenon can significantly affect the heat transfer processes such as hot electron relaxation and thermal measurements in experiments, and has been drawing attention among the research community in both experimental and theoretical areas in the recent decade.

In thermodynamics, temperature is defined at locations which are in local thermal equilibrium. Phonons, which are bosons and the particle representation of lattice vibration, follow the Bose-Einstein distribution:

\[ n(\hbar \omega) = \frac{1}{e^{(\hbar \omega)/(k_B T)} - 1} \quad (1) \]

where \( \omega \) is the phonon frequency, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant and \( T \) is the temperature. Electrons, which are fermions, follow the Fermi-Dirac distribution:

\[ f(\epsilon) = \frac{1}{e^{(\epsilon - \mu)/(k_B T)} + 1} \quad (2) \]

where \( \epsilon \) is the electron energy state. A local thermal equilibrium means there is a common temperature \( T \) that can be applied to Eqs. (1) & (2), which is also the apparent temperature we can observe through measurements. Many classical thermal theories and techniques, such as the acoustic mismatch model (AMM), diffuse mismatch model (DMM) and heat diffusion equations, are based on the assumption of local thermal equilibrium, and have been successful in analyzing and predicting the thermal transport process in many materials. Non-equilibrium thermal transport, on the other hand, involves thermal states not in local equilibrium, which cannot be described by Eq. (1) or Eq. (2). All materials have multiple phonon branches. Most metals with a face-centered cubic (FCC) unit cell have 3 phonon branches, while many semiconductors such as Si, Ge and semi-metals such as graphene and graphite have 6 phonon branches, and compounds can have 9 or more phonon branches. Phonons belonging to different branches have different vibration patterns and physical properties. As a result different phonon modes and electrons in the material can be driven into non-equilibrium under certain conditions. It has been shown that in many applications, such as laser-matter interactions, heat transfer across metal-dielectric interfaces, high-energy irradiation in nuclear reactors or space and hot electron relaxation in semiconductors and solar cells, local thermal non-equilibrium is observed to dominate the physical process. For example, due to the different e-p coupling strength of different branches, during an ultrafast laser heating process, the amounts of energy received by different phonons from the electrons...
Electron-phonon non-equilibrium in metals and simulation approaches to transport. Therefore it will not be discussed in our work. which is different from our discussion of non-equilibrium thermal transport. This is a case where local thermal equilibrium cannot be established, and temperature cannot be defined using Eq. (1). However, Eqs. (1) & (2) are comparable with the energy carrier’s mean free path (MFP), electrons and phonons are driven into thermal equilibrium in a single material, and 3) electron-phonon non-equilibrium at interfaces between two different materials. It is noteworthy that during ballistic energy transport, local thermal equilibrium is not established either.33 When the system size is so small that it becomes comparable with the energy carrier’s mean free path (MFP), electrons and phonons travel almost without scattering with each other. As a result, temperature cannot be defined using Eqs. (1) & (2). However, this is a case where local thermal equilibrium cannot be established, which is different from our discussion of non-equilibrium thermal transport. Therefore it will not be discussed in our work.

Non-equilibrium thermal transport: applications and simulation approaches

Electron-phonon non-equilibrium in metals

The observation of thermal local non-equilibrium dates back to decades ago during experiments on laser excitation of crystalline metals, where electrons and phonons were found to be at different temperatures and couple to each other.30-33 Electrons are first heated up by the incident photons and subsequently transfer heat to the lattice. As the laser technique advanced, more time-resolved observation of the relaxation process at femtosecond-scales have been presented,34-37 and efforts have been delivered to the measurement of e-p coupling.38-40 Similar phenomena have also been observed in metals and their alloys under other forms of irradiation, e.g. ion irradiation in nuclear reactors and space.41-45 When the nuclear fuel and its coating go through an ion cascade, the incident ions strike into the materials. Unlike laser irradiation, incident ions not only heat up electrons due to the electronic stopping effect, part of their kinetic energy is also transferred to the lattice which at the same time produce point defects in the structure. Due to the large difference in heat capacities between electrons and the lattice, a temperature difference is induced between electrons and phonons, and the subsequent defect evolution in the material is significantly affected by the e-p coupling.46-50

While the direct measurement of electron’s temperature is difficult, researchers rely on calculations and simulations to predict and interpret experimental results. Theoretical models have been actively developed. The relaxation between excited electrons and the crystalline lattice used to be described by a classical model, where they follow Fermi and Bose distributions with their own temperatures respectively.51 With the application of the e-p coupling factor $G_{ep}$, the calculation approach was able to bypass going into the detailed scattering of all the particles in the system, and used the following simplified equations to describe the relaxation process:

$$C_e \frac{dT_e}{dt} = G_{ep}(T_e - T_p), \quad (3)$$

$$C_p \frac{dT_p}{dt} = G_{ep}(T_e - T_p),$$

where $e$ and $p$ refer to electron and phonon respectively. $T$ is the temperature while where $e$ and $p$ refer to electron and phonon respectively. $T$ is the temperature while $t$ is time. $C$ refers to the volumetric heat capacity of the energy carriers. A simple mathematical derivation can straightforwardly show that the temperature evolution follows exponential curves. The reliability of Eq. (3) strongly depends on the accuracy of $G_{ep}$, which varies significantly with the electronic temperature.52-55 Theoretical approaches, especially ab initio calculations, have been developed to predict its value.56

Although Eq. (3) has been successful in predicting the results from pump-probe and time-domain thermal reflectance experiments,56-57 practical calculation methods that can resolve the spatial temperature distribution had been absent for decades. In principle, the theoretical prediction could be achieved through rigorously solving the Boltzmann transport equations (BTE), but the cumbersome calculations hinder its applications. It was not until the introduction of the Fourier two-temperature model (TTM) by Majumdar and Reddy that a practical method which can do calculations in both time and space domain was presented.58

Two-temperature model

In metals, electrons contribute to most of the thermal transport over phonons. The two types of energy carriers can easily be driven into non-equilibrium through their different interaction with external excitations or different boundary conditions. In TTM, electrons and

![Fig. 1 Illustration of the ultrafast laser heating and hot electron cooling processes in aluminum in Ref. 11. The temperature profiles are predicted from calculations with fitted parameters matching the experimental data. The 3 different phonon branches have different temperature due to their different coupling strength to the electrons.](image-url)
phonons are described as two interacting subsystems with their own temperatures. The governing equations are:

\[
\frac{C_v}{\Delta t} = \gamma (k, \gamma_T) - G_{\gamma}(T_\gamma - T), \\
\frac{C_v}{\Delta t} = \gamma (k, \gamma_T) + G_{\gamma}(T_\gamma - T).
\]

(4)

Here \( k \) refers to the thermal conductivity of the energy carriers. Compared with Eq. (3), Eq. (4) adds the particle conduction term in the space domain and allows us to calculate the analytic solution for the spatial temperature profiles. It hence becomes a popular tool in modeling the two-channel thermal transport in metals, especially across metal-dielectric interfaces, which will be introduced in the later sections.

**Two-temperature molecular dynamics**

While TTM presents a powerful tool in analyzing the e-p coupled thermal transport, its reliability heavily depends on the accuracy of the input parameters. In addition, the change of lattice structure such as the defect dynamics cannot be modeled by the Fourier equations alone. To complement its limitations, two-temperature molecular dynamics (TTM-MD) was developed.

MD simulations provides atomic scale calculations that can be used to investigate the properties of materials. Using interatomic potentials and the lattice structure as inputs, the simulation provides a classical prediction of the atom behaviors. MD is advantageous in that by simulating the movements of all atoms in the system, it automatically includes many sophisticated physics such as inelastic phonon scattering, etc. Many properties including physical, mechanical and chemical properties can be directly acquired or derived from the simulation results. However, despite the multiple advantages MD also has its limitations. First and foremost is that MD simulation does not include electronic effects, therefore the electrical properties, including electrical thermal conductivity and e-p coupling etc. cannot be modeled. Moreover, a valid prediction of the material properties requires accurate interatomic potentials, but developing potentials, especially for materials with complex lattice structures, is very difficult and the accuracy of the result is still limited by the approximated form of the potential expressions. The first-principles MD can bypass this issue, but comes with the cost of high computation demand. Last but not least, the classical simulation with no quantum effects also makes the result deviate from reality, e.g. phonons in thermal equilibrium do not follow Bose-Einstein distribution. Nevertheless, MD still proves to be a useful tool in many cases and has drawn a lot of attention among researchers.

By combining MD with TTM, one is able to include the effect of electrons while keeping MD's advantages in simulating phonons. Originally developed by Duffy and Rutherford, the basic idea of TTM-MD is to represent electrons' scattering with phonons as an “friction force” added to the atoms in the simulation domain. The system is first discretized into finite volume grids. Electron “gas” is added to each grid with proper electronic properties. The electronic gas has its own thermal diffusion, and atoms will interact with the gas in the same grid. The motion equation for atom \( i \) becomes:

\[
m_i \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial t} = F_i(t) - \gamma_i v_i + F_i(t)
\]

(5)

where \( m \) and \( v \) are the atomic mass and velocity, \( F_i \) is the total force exerted on atom \( i \). \( \gamma \) is a friction factor representing the electron-phonon interaction, and it is related to \( G_\gamma \) as follows:

\[
\gamma_i = \frac{m_i G_{\gamma}}{3 n k_b},
\]

where \( n \) is the atom density. \( F \) is a random force term commonly seen in Langevin dynamics and has the following expression:

\[
\tilde{F}_i(t) = \frac{2 k_b T_i}{\Delta t} \mathbf{R}_i(t).
\]

(7)

where \( \Delta t \) is the time step in the MD simulation and \( R \) is a random vector \([R_x, R_y, R_z]\) with each element ranging from -0.5 to 0.5. Then the coupling term in Eq. (4) can be expressed as:

\[
E_{\gamma} = G_\gamma (T_\gamma - T) = [-\gamma_i v_i + F_i(t)] v_i \Delta t.
\]

(8)

Then the electronic thermal diffusion and e-p coupling mechanism has been successfully added to MD simulations. TTM-MD has proved to be successful in predicting the thermal transport in metallic systems.

**Phonon-phonon non-equilibrium in single materials**

In addition to local thermal non-equilibrium between electrons and phonons, different phonon branches in a single material can also be driven into thermal non-equilibrium. The observation of p-p non-equilibrium dates back to 1980’s when the “hot phonon bottleneck” was observed for photoexcited semiconductors. Similar with crystalline metals, laser irradiation also causes electron excitation and the subsequent hot electron cooling process in semiconductors. However, due to the fact that semiconductors have optical phonons, while most metals only have acoustic phonons, the cooling processes are significantly different. Experiments have shown that the hot electron cooling rates in photoexcited GaAs are significantly slower than the TTM prediction of Eq. (3), which has been ascribed to the presence of non-equilibrium phonons generated during the thermalization process. Recent works on solar cell materials, especially perovskites, have observed similar results. Due to selective e-p coupling between

![Fig. 2 Illustration of hot electron cooling process in lead-iodide perovskites under different incident photon intensity measured in experiment compared with TTM predictions in Ref. 79. Symbols represent the experimental electron temperature cooling curve while the dash line represents the TTM prediction. \( n_i \) denotes the incoming photon density determined from laser power. It is clearly seen that the actual cooling rate is much slower than prediction at high power laser input. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature. Copyright Springer Nature 2016.](image-url)
electrons and different phonon branches \[80\], acoustic and optical phonons are heated up by electrons at different rates. Optical phonons, which have stronger coupling to electrons, have a faster and larger temperature rise than acoustic phonons. Their temperature rapidly approaches that of electrons which prevents electrons from cooling, forming the hot phonon bottleneck.

Besides semiconductors, \(p-p\) non-equilibrium has also been observed in 2D materials and metals. For example, single-layer graphene (SLG) has exceptional electrical and thermal properties, and is often treated as a metallic material. The reported values of the thermal conductivity of single-layer graphene (SLG) ranges from 600 W/mK to as high as 5800 W/mK.\[26\] While no consensus has been reached on the explanation of this issue,\[8\] non-equilibrium thermal transport is supposed to be one of the reasons due to its existence in Raman spectroscopy measurements which involves laser heating. Experiments on short-pulse laser excitation of noble metals such as Al and Au has also been performed, along with proposed theoretical models to describe the \(p-p\) non-equilibrium.\[11,10\]

Similar with the \(e-p\) non-equilibrium case, the direct acquisition of the temperatures of electrons and different phonon branches are extremely difficult, therefore researchers turn to theoretical modeling approaches to predict the detailed process. As is mentioned, the generalization of TTM failed when experimental results showed that the actual cooling rate can be more than 4 times slower than the TTM prediction,\[7\] as is shown in Fig. 2. Therefore a more sophisticated method is needed to describe the \(p-p\) non-equilibrium. Refined models based on Eq. (3) has been proposed to take into account the \(p-p\) non-equilibrium, where acoustic and optical phonons are considered as separated particles and together with electrons they form a “three temperature model”.\[7\] The refined model can capture the local thermal non-equilibrium among phonons and give results that better match the experiments.

**Boltzmann transport equations**

Spectral BTE can provide rigorous solutions as a semi-classical approach to describe the statistical behavior of thermodynamic systems.\[25-27\] A general form of the governing equation describes how the energy carrier's population changes with the scattering, its momentum and external forces. For example the governing equation for phonons is:

\[
\frac{\partial n_{i}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot n_{i} + F \nabla \cdot n_{i} = \left( \frac{dn_{i}}{dt} \right)_{\text{scatter}} \tag{9}
\]

where \(n\) denotes the Bose-Einstein distribution function and \(i\) is the index for modes, \(F\) is external force, \(r\) and \(p\) are the trajectory and momentum vector respectively. The rigorous solution of Eq. (9) of all phonons is very cumbersome, and generally Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is used.\[31-34\] Spectral phonon transport based on MC calculation has been presented,\[35\] still due to the high computation demand it is still limited to small systems with low dimensions, which hinders its application. Therefore for more practical applications several simplification are often made and corresponding models are developed. One of the practical simplifications is the application of relaxation time approximation (RTA), which assumes the scattering between particles does not affect the their distributions. It is commonly used to simplify the calculation of the scattering term on the right side:

\[
\left( \frac{dn_{i}}{dt} \right)_{\text{scatter}} = \frac{n_{i} \gamma_{i} n_{e}}{\tau_{i}} \tag{10}
\]

where \(n_{e}\) is the equilibrium distribution, and \(\tau\) is the relaxation time of the particle. Then Eq. (9) can be integrated over the frequency range to get its energy density form:

\[
\frac{\partial e_{i}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot e_{i} = \frac{e_{i} - e_{0}}{\tau} \tag{11}
\]

Eq. (11) is the more commonly-used form of BTE, which focuses on a physical quantity that is more straightforward to acquire the heat fluxes and temperatures in the calculation domain. Based on RTA and an analogy between phonon and photon radiative transport, EPRT has been developed which expressed the phonon energy flow in terms of radiation intensity.\[29-35\] The temperature profile calculated from EPRT is usually non-linear, which deviates from Fourier’s Law prediction. Another approach is the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) which is based on a discretized form of Eq. (11).\[98-100\] LBM makes it more convenient for BTE to be applied in numerical simulations, but the accuracy also becomes highly dependent on how the system is meshed, especially in high-dimension cases. These simplified BTE approaches have since been widely applied in investigating the phononic heat transport. It has proved to be successful in predicting the size effect of thermal conductivity in thin films which the classical methods such as Fourier’s Law fails to capture.

When applied to non-equilibrium thermal transport, Eq. (9), or Eq. (11) when RTA is still assumed, is applied to electrons and each phonon polarization. However, caution should be taken as RTA requires that the scatterings have negligible effect on the carrier distributions, which will be weakened in materials where the \(p-p\) scattering is strong.\[11\]

Based on RTA, Chen et. al. developed the spectral BTE in dielectric...
materials which greatly simplifies the phonon scattering calculation and can resolve the steady-state temperature profiles of different phonon modes in thin films with fixed boundary temperatures. A more recent work by Sadasivam et al. utilized first-principles BTE to model the hot electron cooling process in several semiconductors, as is shown in Fig. 3. Their results showed that the hot electron cooling time is 1-15 ps longer than the simple TTM prediction, which is consistent with experimental observations. A generalized TTM was proposed to take into account the phonon thermalization.

**Multi-temperature model**

Besides BTE, models beyond TTM have also been developed. By extending TTM to also include p-p coupling, Waldecker et al. proposed a model similar with RTA BTE but has the same calculation simplicity as TTM. Symmetric p-p coupling strength is assumed for all phonons and the parameter is acquired by fitting the temperature cooling curve to their experimental data. Though based on hypotheses, their model is successful in manifesting the local non-equilibrium among acoustic phonons in metal, which matches their corresponding pulse laser heating experiment. A contemporary work by Vallabhaneni et al. implemented RTA in a similar model, and extended TTM to a general multi-temperature model (MTM), which can model non-equilibrium thermal transport with thermal properties acquired from first-principles calculations. The governing equations of MTM are:

\[
C_p \frac{\partial T_i}{\partial t} = \sum_j G_{ij} (T_j - T_i) + G_{ep,i} (T_{ep} - T_i),
\]

where is the index of phonon branches.

Compared with Eq. (4), the e-p coupling term is modified to a branch-resolved form and a phonon-phonon coupling term is added for each phonon branch. Here is the index for phonon branches, and is the coupling factor between electrons and phonon branch . The summation of over all the phonon branches will lead to the e-p coupling factor in TTM:

\[
\sum G_{ep,i} = G_{ep}.
\]

The phonon-phonon scattering is represented by the coupling between each phonon branch and the “scattering lattice reservoir” which is represented by an averaged . It is an analogy of the e-p coupling using RTA based on the assumption that the phonon-phonon scattering has negligible effect on phonon distribution and phase space. is the phonon-phonon coupling factor between phonon branch and the scattering lattice reservoir, which is calculated using RTA from the following equation:

\[
G_{pp,i} = \frac{C_{p,i}}{\tau_i},
\]

where is the relaxation time of phonon branch , and the scattering lattice reservoir's temperature is defined to ensure the energy transfer among phonon branches is conserved:

\[
\sum G_{pp,i} (T_{ep} - T_{pp,i}) = 0 .
\]

Then by solving Eq. (12) numerically, we can obtain the transient and steady state temperature profile of the system with resolved electron and phonon branch temperatures. It can be seen that our MTM in Eq. (12) is essentially a spectral treatment of e-p coupling rather than the gray treatment in TTM in Eq. (4). A constant laser heating process of SLG which represents the Raman Spectroscopy measurement was simulated, as is shown in Fig. 4. Results showed great p-p non-equilibrium due to selective e-p coupling. The predicted vary as one chooses different modal temperatures to perform the calculation, with the average value almost 2 times as large as that of a simple TTM. A later work by Lu et al. extended Vallabhaneni's work by including the investigation into transient laser heating in SLG, and it was shown that due to the hot phonon bottleneck induced by phonon non-equilibrium,
coupled transport between electrons and phonons. At these interfaces, the phonons, the thermal transport in metals is complicated by the thermal transport in dielectric is mostly through lattice vibration, or the thermal transport in insulators is through phonons. So in this section, we will review the works done on this topic.

When heat goes across the interface between two different materials, it will experience temperature discontinuity due to the lattice mismatch between the two materials as well as surface conditions, etc. The interfacial thermal conductance (ITC) \( h_{ix} \) is defined as the ratio of the heat flux \( J \) over the temperature jump \( \Delta T \), and the thermal boundary resistance (TBR) \( R_{\text{bd}} \) is defined as the inverse of \( h_{ix} \):

\[
h_{ix} = \frac{J}{\Delta T}, \quad R_{\text{bd}} = \frac{1}{h_{ix}}, \quad (16)
\]

\( R_{\text{bd}} \) is determined by many factors as mentioned above. If we consider an ideal interface while isolating the surface conditions and external forces, then \( R_{\text{bd}} \) is only determined by the lattice and electronic properties of the two materials.

Traditional AMM and DMM approaches have been widely used due to their simplicity, and have proved to be successful in the prediction of ITC at low temperatures (<100 K). However, the measured results often do not agree with theoretical predictions, and the discrepancy is not well understood. Combined with theoretical calculations, it is demonstrated that e-p interactions have a strong impact on the interfacial thermal transports.

At a 1D metal-dielectric interface, usually electrons are considered as insulated while phonons can transfer energy between the two materials. The different boundary conditions are as follows:

\[
-k_{x,\text{metal}} \frac{\partial T_{x,\text{metal}}}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=0} = -k_{p,\text{metal}} \frac{\partial T_{x,\text{metal}}}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=0} = J
\]

\[
-k_{x,\text{metal}} \frac{\partial T_{x,\text{metal}}}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=0} = k_{x,\text{material}} \frac{\partial T_{x,\text{material}}}{\partial x} \bigg|_{x=0} = 0.
\]

\( x = 0 \) denotes the position of the interface. The different boundary conditions will cause the temperature profiles to deviate from each other near the interface, resulting in the so-called e-p non-equilibrium, as is shown in Fig. 5. This presents an extra temperature jump in addition to the one introduced by the \( p-p \) coupling \( R_{\text{bd}} \), and can be conceived as an additional TBR \( R_{e-p} \) in series with the phonon coupling resistance. Wang et al has derived an expression for \( R_{e-p} \) by solving Eq. (4) while taking the extreme limit when the film is infinite large so that electrons and phonons are in thermal equilibrium away from the interface:

\[
R_{e-p} = \frac{1}{(G_{e-p} k_{\text{e}})} \left( \frac{k_{\text{e}}}{k_{\text{e}} + k_{p}} \right)^2.
\]

ITM has since been widely applied in both experimental and modeling studies of metal-dielectric interfaces. Generally the studies have consistent results with the theoretical ITM prediction, that the e-p non-equilibrium introduces thermal resistance at metal-dielectric interfaces.

**Fig. 5** Illustration of e-p non-equilibrium near a metal-dielectric interface derived from ITM in Ref. 58. Electrons are insulated from the non-metal therefore have a flat curve near the interface. Their energy is dumped to phonons and transferred to the other side. The e-p non-equilibrium results in an additional TBR in series with the p-p TBR. Reprinted by permission from AIP Publishing. Copyright AIP Publishing 2004.

**Fig. 6** Results of interfacial thermal resistance \( R_i \) from classical MD and ITM-MD simulations with different e-p coupling strength from Ref. 19. The trends of \( R_{e-p} \), which is the difference between the \( R_i \)'s from MD and ITM-MD respectively, are consistent with Eq. (18). Reprinted by permission from American Physical Society. Copyright American Physical Society 2012.
Transmission coefficients, which results in a thermal non-equilibrium also exists. When heat transfers across the interface, Phonon-phonon non-equilibrium at interfaces show that due to e-p non-equilibrium the thermal conduction in metal thin films sandwiched between dielectrics is dominated by phonons, which is consistent with Li's work. TTM has also been combined with effective medium theory (EMA) in modeling random size-metal nanoparticle-composite materials in higher dimensions.\textsuperscript{126–129} Consistently the addition of e-p non-equilibrium to the original p-p TBR will further reduce the prediction of the effective k of the composite material. Simplified TTM-BTE in 1D has also been solved practically using the equation of phonon radiative transport (EPRT) and lattice Boltzmann methods.\textsuperscript{127–129} In addition, TTM is also extended to “three temperature model” with fitted parameters from experiments to describe the cross-interface e-p coupling at Au-Si and Au-glass interfaces in the studies of Hopkins et al.\textsuperscript{129,130} While the classical theoretical basis of TTM determines that it cannot include anharmonicity lattice effects which has been demonstrated to be significant at interfacial transports,\textsuperscript{131} implementation of TTM in MD enables the investigation of electronic properties in metals while still including this complex physics in a practical way.\textsuperscript{126,127,129} In a series of their works, Wang and Lu implemented TTM in molecular dynamics, adding the electronic participation in the classical atomic simulation tool while keeping its advantage in modeling complicated lattice vibrations.\textsuperscript{131} By modifying the model of Duffy and Rutherford,\textsuperscript{131} they enabled TTM-MD simulations for thermal interfacial transport for the first time. The simulation results of ITC at Cu-Si and Cu-graphene interfaces show that $R_{ep}$ usually have comparable value with the p-p TBR, accounting for 30% to 70% of the total TBR.

**Phonon-phonon non-equilibrium at interfaces**

Besides e-p non-equilibrium at metal-dielectric interfaces, p-p non-equilibrium also exists. When heat transfers across the interface between two different materials, different phonon modes have different transmission coefficients, which results in a thermal non-equilibrium similar with the e-p non-equilibrium at metal-dielectric interfaces. This phenomenon is especially significant in several 2D materials due to the large difference in properties between the in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OP) phonons, as has been observed in Ref. 135. As is shown in Fig. 8, the temperatures of different phonon branches deviate significantly from each other at an SLG-BN interface.

MD has been applied to investigate p-p non-equilibrium at dielectric interfaces. However, despite MD's advantage in practically modeling complicated lattice vibration physics, acquiring the resolved temperature profiles needs additional post-processing of simulation data. In the study of Wu et al., non-equilibrium MD simulation was performed on an imaginary solid-solid interface.\textsuperscript{132} By calculating the frequency-resolved energy of the phonons, they separated the temperatures of acoustic and optical phonons. As is shown in Fig. 7, a local thermal non-equilibrium is clearly observed in the material on the right, which has a diatomic structure and 6 phonon branches while the material on the left only has acoustic phonons. The more recent study of Feng et al. utilized MD simulation on several systems made of different materials including an SLG-BN interface.\textsuperscript{133} Spectral analysis was then performed to calculate the temperature of each phonon branch,\textsuperscript{134} as is shown in Fig. 8. The optical phonon modes have significantly larger interfacial temperature jump than the acoustic phonons, especially the ZO phonons whose band overlap in the phonon dispersions of SLG and BN is negligible. The results are consistent with the expectation that p-p non-equilibrium can be induced by their different transmission at the interface. Their later following works further presented the branch-wise conductance of different phonons, along with a modified Landauer approach which includes inelastic phonon scattering.\textsuperscript{135} In a later MD study conducted by An et al., simulation is performed across an SLG-SLG interface.\textsuperscript{134} Phonons are divided into two groups: IP phonons (LA, TA, LO and TO phonons) and OP phonons (ZA and ZO phonons), and in one SLG only in-plane vibration is allowed thus removing ZA and ZO phonons in that side. A spectral analysis revealed similar IP-OP non-equilibrium with the e-p non-equilibrium at metal-dielectric interfaces, which is as expected since an analogy of IP-OP coupling to e-p coupling can be made with similar boundary conditions. Their results also showed that IP and OP phonons have weak coupling, so that their distributions will not be significantly affected by the scattering and the application of RTA is validated in SLG.

Spectral BTE based on RTA, which greatly reduces the calculation.

---

**Fig. 7** Temperature profile of acoustic and optical phonons at a solid-solid interface acquired from MD simulations from Ref. 127. The local non-equilibrium between the two branches in the solid on the right is clearly shown. The solid on the left only has acoustic phonons. Reprinted by permission from AIP Publishing. Copyright AIP Publishing 2014.

**Fig. 8** Illustration of phonon thermal non-equilibrium induced by different transmission at an SLG-BN interface from Ref. 135. Reprinted by permission from American Physical Society. Copyright American Physical Society 2017.
been successful in predicting the local thermal non-equilibrium, conditions. TTM, BTE, MD and MTM are most widely used and have predicting the non-equilibrium thermal transport process under different temperatures, multiple simulation approaches compensate this by their impacts rather than directly measuring the resolved deviated measurements. While experimental observations are limited to detecting under-estimation of thermal conductivity in Raman spectroscopy improperly it can derive misleading results and predictions, such as the electron cooling rate in pulse laser-irradiated metals. If treated the system, e.g. adding extra TBR at an interface, or slows down the hot irradiation. Generally thermal non-equilibrium introduces resistance to between two different materials, as well as in materials under irradiation. Generally thermal non-equilibrium introduces resistance to the system, e.g. adding extra TBR at an interface, or slows down the hot electron cooling rate in pulse laser-irradiated metals. If treated improperly it can derive misleading results and predictions, such as the under-estimation of thermal conductivity in Raman spectroscopy measurements. While experimental observations are limited to detecting their impacts rather than directly measuring the resolved deviated temperatures, multiple simulation approaches compensate this by predicting the non-equilibrium thermal transport process under different conditions. TTM, BTE, MD and MTM are most widely used and have been successful in predicting the local thermal non-equilibrium, bridging the discrepancy between theory and measurements caused by misleading interpretations from simple methods based on local equilibrium assumption.

Numerical simulations provide excellent complement to the study of non-equilibrium thermal transport, as well as extending beyond the limitations of current experiment techniques. Their predictions have helped people better interpret the measurements as well as provided guidance in the design of systems and devices, which are expected to be more efficient and effective in the future. Not just limited to non-equilibrium thermal transport, but also in other fields concerning thermal transport and other physics. Still, the current limitations in simulation approaches should not be overlooked. As is mentioned, MD simulations are limited by their incapability of including quantum effects and its reliability strongly depends on the accuracy of the interatomic potentials deployed. Though spectral BTE can always provide rigorous solutions, the high computation cost of a full-scattering model has rendered it too complicated. Approaches such as the MC methods have been developed, but the calculation is still far from practical. TTM and MTM are both based on diffusive thermal transport equations, and may lose ballistic transport physics at nano-scales. Recently first-principles calculations have received increasing popularity, but similar to spectral BTE the high computation cost is a major issue. Unresolved questions also remain in the area of non-equilibrium thermal transport, such as how the apparent temperature is related to the multiple resolved temperatures of different energy carriers, and how significant the p-p non-equilibrium is at dielectric interfaces as mentioned above. There are also possible topics that emerge from the e-p non-equilibrium near the interface, such as the cross-interface electron-phonon coupling. These limitations, open questions and potential research aspirations certainly deserve investigating, and we expect more rigorous and efficient modeling approaches in the future.

Summary and outlook
In this review, we have discussed the physical significance of non-equilibrium thermal transport and recent numerical simulation studies to investigate this feature. Non-equilibrium thermal transport consists of e-p non-equilibrium and p-p non-equilibrium. They have significant effect and are manifested during thermal transport across the interface between two different materials, as well as in materials under irradiation. Generally thermal non-equilibrium introduces resistance to the system, e.g. adding extra TBR at an interface, or slows down the hot electron cooling rate in pulse laser-irradiated metals. If treated improperly it can derive misleading results and predictions, such as the under-estimation of thermal conductivity in Raman spectroscopy measurements. While experimental observations are limited to detecting their impacts rather than directly measuring the resolved deviated temperatures, multiple simulation approaches compensate this by predicting the non-equilibrium thermal transport process under different conditions. TTM, BTE, MD and MTM are most widely used and have been successful in predicting the local thermal non-equilibrium, bridging the discrepancy between theory and measurements caused by misleading interpretations from simple methods based on local equilibrium assumption.
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